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Ramto isn’t the smartest guy in the Universe. He enjoys finding troubles - and solving them, but when woke up on a spaceship it
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The writing is absolutely awful. Feels like it was written by a 10-year old kid, during a lunch break. Totally kills any potential of
this game. Not that the puzzles are anything special. Gonna have to ask for a refund for this, it doesn't deserve even the few euro
it costs.. The writing is absolutely awful. Feels like it was written by a 10-year old kid, during a lunch break. Totally kills any
potential of this game. Not that the puzzles are anything special. Gonna have to ask for a refund for this, it doesn't deserve even
the few euro it costs.
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Update : Room Corruption Fixed and Hand Only : - Only hands are displayed. - Breaches are more visible on rooftops. -
Weapons are hold correclty on body. - Rooms don't get corrupted anymore.. Patch 1.1.1 : Finally tracked down and fixed the
infamous "Invisible Lobby Dancer" (thanks Miles3298!) Fixed Quality settings not saving correctly Added HBAO (Horizon-
Based Ambient Occlusion) setting. Update Various Fixes : - Locomotion improvements, especially for easier climbing. -
Stucked into staird/walls fixed - Death when falling fixed - VoiceChat issues are fixed - Global Voicechat is back - VoiceChat is
now A button on Touch - Virus Supressing not working fixed - Ghost Bots issue fixed - Shooting range fixed.. Update : Dead
Bodies Fix : - Dead bodies disapear again.. Update DeathMatch : - New Game Mode : DeathMatch - New Touchpad-based
Locomotion to walk when holding weapon with two hands (Easy Mode is now deprecated) - Weapons Balancing (Buffed pistols
on range and SMGs on damages, so rifles make more sense) - Grenades explode sooner when unpinned (to allow them to be
easier to use during action). Update : New Map, New Guns : - New Map : Church - New Weapons: FN-57, K-10 - New PRO
Locomotion Tutorial - Performance improvements - PRO locmotion max speed nerf - Empty mag with visible bullet fixed -
FREE DEMO running now, ends the 7th of november. Update : New Map District : - New Map District - FN57 nerf (Only
efficient at close range now) - Bullet trails reduced. Huge Update! : - Major Graphic Improvements. - Major Performance
Improvements. - New Map, (Second New Map coming today or tomorrow) - Various bugs fixed.
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